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Descriptions : Full pain delivery - Amazing fun and rather not simple toy - survival in zombie themes that originally came out on desktop platforms and conquered millions of players, and now mobile device owners have the opportunity to test their strengths. According to the plot, the medical institute developed a cancer vaccine, but as it turned out, the
medicine turned people into undead. And so, you need to survive in such difficult conditions, while collecting resources, building a shelter, interacting with other survivors, and, of course, destroying monsters. Features : * Unique world sunset experience with interesting settings for hidden games * Endings full of secrets and surprises. What's the truth? * Great
map with dangerous 3D city buildings*realistic NPCs with a special moment and evocative story design * Memorable decisions during your conversation with other survivors make your journey full of uncertainties. Content: Delivering The Pain is a survival strategy game with a fantastic role-playing story, it can take more than 30 hours to unlock an ending if
you're with survival games. We've added a new FREE DLC – The Big Brother Survival Legend for all survival game enthusiasts who purchased the basic Pain Relief game. Big Brother is watching you! Features: * Unique Doomsday experience with game accounts. * Multiple endings full of mysteries and surprises. What's the truth? * A great map with
dangerous and dangerous 3D urban buildings. * Realistic NPCs with special time and development of evocative stories. * Dialogue and stimulant options. * A series of weapons and an exclusive stealth system that should be hours of combat experimentation and enjoyment of the game. Delivery From the Pain:Survive Description: Delivery From The Pain is a
survival strategy game with a fantastic RPG story, it can take more than 30 hours to unlock an ending if you are familiar with survival games. In this game, you are not Alice; you are an ordinary survivor in a horrible world, riddled with zombies. During your adventure you will:1. Fight a variety of zombies with different strengths and weaknesses to unlock
exciting boss battles.2. Meet different survivors with a unique personality and a story played. You can have many options between different scenes, each choice you made will decide the story ahead and lead to different endings. 3. Study and learn to survive on your night on Doomsday by improving your shelter and defense system.4 Explore and find clues
to discover the truth behind . What's the truth? A huge map with dangerous and attractive 3D urban buildings. • Realistic NPCs particular timelines and an evocative evocative story Dialogue options that provoke thoughts and consequentials. • Study and workshop system that offer countless strategic options. Try to acquire the safest shelter right away!- More
than ten types of zombies with specific abilities and four final boss monsters are waiting for you. In response to this breakthrough, Faith Energy Company invented a vaccine-driven startup, The Human Plan X. However, the vaccine failed and all infected humans became zombies. The area where you live has been severely affected. To uncover the
conspiracy behind The Human Plan X, you have to explore and survive! You'll meet a lot of survivors. You want to see them survive to the end? At what price? What secret was hidden in the abandoned tapes, newspapers, magazines and archives you find along your way? Can you find out the password to unlock the hope of the door?-About the new DLC
1.New story: the story between Big Brother and Moira and explain a lot of confusions you may have while playing the main game.2.New pet: a dog called burger will join your fight with zombies, and can be more energetic in toxic areas.3.New game system: creative feeding system, Training system and cooking system will offer you a new survival adventure
experience in the zombie world.4.New map: a new madoon map will be added to offer you base survival food sources, you can hunt animals and get other materials like potatoes, medical herbs and wheat there.5.New character: a man who worked for Big Brother in the previous Big Brother gang will appear in new gang , you will know how you can survive on
doomsday and you can trade with it too.6.New mode: you can get unlimited survival supply package in assist mode when you want to have a quick understanding about the new story, if you are an experienced survival gamer, you can test the survival mode with a significant difficulty to challenge yourself.7.New cooking system: you can send gifts to Moira to
get a new surprise from it. If you really like this game, please help us share this game with your friends, streamer and Youtuber, thank you!-Follow us Facebook: @DeliveryFromThePainTwitter: @DeliveryPainDiscord: Hello, we have provided you with a better survival adventure experience with new updates:1. Localization dialogs and updated scripts.2. Minor
optimizations and game fixes.3. Fixed expansion file download issue. We appreciate every comment/idea, knowing that our fan-base &amp; follow player community are important and their opinions you have any problems, please feel free to contact us. cs@digipotato.cn. Delivering pain gives players the feeling and experience of what survival will look like in
the post-apocalyptic world. Therefore, all situations that a survivor might encounter have been examined and simulated to some extent. To make the game more interesting, let's incorporate many stories throughout the game. Delivery from Pain has a lot of random resources and is one of the most important assets in the game. Players can use them to create
tools. Exploration and construction activities were carried out in the residence. Every day in the game happens as an authentic life. The character will switch to stealth mode when the zombie is heard. The character can run if there are no zombies around. On an open map like a park, the player can use traps to trap small animals as food. Delivery From the
Pain is an attractive survival game that you can't miss. The story begins when Faith Energy, a cancer drug research center, suddenly interrupted contact with the outside world. The reason is that in the investigation of a vaccine. Turns out a baffling epidemic turns humans into zombies. As one of the trapped survivors, you must find your escape from this
place completely. Delivery from Pain is a combination of Day R Premium and Live or Die. Players will easily find the similarities of these games by playing the survival mechanism in the game. In addition to food and drink, find more ingredients to create items to increase your survival in this world. You're not a superman in the game, and that makes Delivery
From the Pain much harder. There are different zombies. To treat them properly, you must first find their weaknesses. On your adventure, you'll meet other survivors. What you do with them will affect the outcome of the game. So, make an informed decision. Kill them for more resources or work together to fight disaster. It all depends on how you play. Plan
everything, build a shelter and create powerful weapons. However, remember that sometimes violence is not the way to deal with everything. Be flexible to get to the right solutions for every situation. Survival is never easy. A person's life or death isn't just about skills and experience. Sometimes it's lucky they're on the road. But what if you're not alone in this
place? How will your thinking about a post-pandemic world completely change? Then, try to experience Delivery from Pain. If you like the zombie survival genre on your phone, Day R Premium and Live or Die games are no strangers to players. But if you are underestimating the delivery of pain, then you are wrong. seem to be similar, the way they present
the world in the zombie pandemic is different. At the beginning of the game, you will decide which character to start your survival war. Each character will have different weaknesses and its history is also completely different. It will directly affect your in-game gaming experience. We won't suggest which character to choose which one because each story is
equally different. It is best to play again a couple of times and choose all the characters to enjoy the full content of Delivery From the Pain.In addition to the basic instructions, the story that leads to the beginning of the game is different for each character. So don't worry about being boring. The overall plot of the game is that you're alone in the middle of an
area suffering from a pandemic. Although you've tried to get in touch with the outside world, all you get is information about an area marked on the board. You're out of sight with the promise that someone's coming there to help you. Before you get there, survive on a journey in the middle of a pandemic. No need to enter more. Fans of this genre know this
very well. As noted above, Pain Delivery is a combination of Day R Premium and Live or Die. Players will easily find the similarities of these games when playing, especially the survival mechanism in the game. In addition to food and drink, find more ingredients to create items to increase your survival in this world. All of that comes with your own time of day.
There are 24 hours a day. You can only travel during the day until 6 pm. When night falls, you just have to stay in the shelter and do what you can do or prepare for the next day. However, everything is not so simple. Humans have the three most essential needs for eating, sleeping and having sex. Of course, in this pandemic world, it was a reward to eat and
sleep. But in Delivery From the Pain, it was a completely different story. Even if you want to delete the game, you still need to sleep. Only sleeping can increase a very important metric in this lucidity. If someone plays for a long time, they will know that in the survival game, the most valuable thing is time. Because there are so many things to do while your
time is tight. And it can only improve health through sleep. The sanityless human body is often prone to errors, as its actions will lack precision and slowness. This inconvenience also makes you spend a lot of time surviving and dozens of daily activities. Therefore, it is best to give the character enough sleep from three hours to six hours. As long as there's
time to rest and resuscitate, that's fine. The calendar in this game is not very different from Day R Premium and Live or Die. You'll take to the streets during the day to loot. And at night, it's just inside. Just come home a little late and you become dinner out there. But the attraction of pain delivery does not come from the difficulty of survival. Although they're all
non-player characters, they're not interested in things that pack you as Day R Premium and Live or Die. Everyone has their own story. Only when the zombie epidemic appears will people take the time to and understand each other. Honor the game people and make your rescue journey much shorter. You know you're not alone. And you're human. Delivery
from Pain MOD APK is an indie zombie survival game. In addition to the mobile version, you can also try the PC version that is still in development. In the mobile version, you can play the first chapter and open it for free. After that, pay some money if you want to experience the full content of the game. Pain delivery will focus on exploiting the human aspect
rather than the horror of the undead. It allows you to choose your decision to survive. Survival.
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